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Can you provide a summary of the project & how it progressed?
The project Fuelling the Future aimed to conduct outreach in Shetland on the use of kelp as a renewable
energy resource. At the NAFC Marine Centre we have two projects on seaweed, the Shetland Seaweed
Growers is a feasibility study focusing on the cultivation of kelp in Shetland and the MacroBioCrude
project is a UK research consortium investigating ensiling as a preservation method for kelp. We
succeeded in reaching both young school children and adults as part of our outreach.
We partnered up with the RSPB to deliver a programme called Coastal Creatures, where pupils learnt
about the seashore through outdoor learning. Pupils went searching on the seashore to find the
creatures hiding in the seaweed and understand some of the stresses they have to adapt to. The project
also includes a booklet on classroom activities which is currently being finalised. The education pack
includes a seaweed guide and instructions on how make your own seaweed presses, biogas and food.
We hosted and event for the Classic Motor Show where car enthusiasts visited the NAFC Marine Centre
over two days at the start of June 2016. This event turned out so popular with a total of 75 visitors that
we joined forces with colleagues from the other half of the NAFC, the school of nautical studies. The
visitors were engaged in lively discussions on the future of fuels and were very interested in ways we
can move towards renewable energy. They also got to see the workshop where young engineers are
taught and the ship simulators used in the training of merchant navy cadets.
How did MASTS MREF Funding help you to achieve your goal?
Primarily, it gave us the backing to take the project forward and start outreach activities at the NAFC
Marine Centre. We have been able to cover all expenses and buy materials for education packs so they
are available to local schools. We have been keeping costs low so the programme is accessible to
anyone, and have consequently used less than <£500 of the £1500 budget.
What outcomes have you achieved to date? Please quantify them, if possible.
Three outreach days with local schools in Shetland: Outer islands schools (11 pupils), Nesting School (13)
and Whalsay school (20).
Around 75 adults from the Shetland Classic Motor Show.
An education pack for schools including material pack.
Giving young scientists experience in delivering outreach, Christine Rolin and Rhiannon Inkster, who will
take their knowledge with them. Christine is moving onto a PhD (Glasgow Uni) and Rhiannon is starting
her training to become a secondary teacher (Aberdeen Uni).
What outcomes, if any, do you expect to see in the future? Again, please quantify, if possible.
The education pack to be freely available online and the material available at request from NAFC Marine
Centre for the local schools.
We may be able to get some more schools out in August/September.

Coastal Creatures
A partnership between the RSPB and NAFC
The Coastal Creatures project joined the RSPB and NAFC Marine
Centre together in teaching local children about tides, ecology and
all the creatures you find on the shore from seaweed to crabs and
butterfish! Through shore and classroom-based activities they aim
to inspire and connect young people to the outdoors and nature,
while increasing awareness on the huge resources on their door
step which can replace fossil fuels to our meet our future demands
for fuel.

Using a string, a cookie, an orange
and a pickled onion, Karen Mackelvie
from the RSPB explained how the
sun and the moon creates tides. The
children were then let loose to armed with buckets and nets to go find all the creatures hiding under
the seaweed. On the shore the children collected, identified and learnt how animals and plants survive
on the rocky shore. A variety of crawly creatures were easily found such as crabs, mussels, limpets,
chitons, butterfish, isopods and snails. At some schools pupils collected seaweed which they took back
to the classroom to make art by creating beautiful seaweed presses.

In the classroom the seaweeds were studied more closely and questions were asked about how it grew
and what it could be used for. They then picked their favourite seaweeds to create a press. Some of
them designed presses that looked like the seashore and hoped to add to them by drawing some of the
other creatures they had discovered that day!

